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PREFACE 

This proposed report is one of a series of reports being developed 
by a task force of Department of Energy personnel to examine new 
energy technologies for commercialization. Each task force has 
~s its focus a single technology. In this first preliminary re- 
view~ no attempt has been made to achieve balance or consiztency 
among the several technologies. The Department of Energy h~s not 
approved or adopted this proposed report and the report doez not 
represent Department policy. 

This specific report is designed to begin to answer questions 
concerning the commercial readiness of Coal Liquids. The report 
identifies some of the barriers to be overcome before this 
technology is ready to be used commercially. The report also 
identifies possible actions that might be considered to remove 
specific barriers. The full implications of the various proposed 
actions have not been fully developed and marly actions listed 
undoubtedly have substantial problems associated with them. Their 
inclusion here does not constitute an endorsement of their sound- 
ness or appropriateness by the Department of Energy. 
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P~T I 

CONC~T STAT~ 

Hydrocarbon liquids supply roughly half of the energy, used in the 
United States. Increasing consumption coupled with decreasing 
domes=it production have boosted imports of oil L'O almost half of 
the amount consumed in the U.S. ."q~e level of petroleum importa~lon 
has L-~'o uega=ive ~mp. acts; a potential cutoff of supply by producing 
coun=rles, and a large =egative impact on the balance of trade. This 
report assesses the commercialization of coal liquefaction which is 
one of the potentlal solutions ~o this problem. 

C~NDIDATE DESCRIPTION 

~nere are two basic processing routes to cJ~l liquefaction as seen in 
the following two diagrams. 

Indirect Liquefaction 

In this approach, the coal is first gasified to produce a synthesis 
gas (hydrogen and carbon monoxide) which is then catalytically 
comverted to liquids- There are ~wo classes of commercially avail- 
able technologies for converting synthesis gas to liquids. Methanol 
plants use an 7 of five different licensed processes for this conver- 
sion. The methanol industr$- generates its synthesis gas by steam 
reforming of methane although coal was used until the early 1950's. 
The other commercially available technologD', Fischer-Tropsch, 
converts synthesis gas to a variety of hydrocarbon and oxygenated 
products. This process has been practiced for over 25 years in South 
Africa. In the Fischer-Tropsch approach the product recovery and 
purification needs are extensive. 

One advantage of indirect liquefaction is that the sulfur, oxygen, 
and nitrogen in the coal are removed as hydrogen sulfide (H2S), water 
(E20), and ammonia (N~3). ~ a result, the indirect liquefaction 
liquid products are essentially pollutant free. Thermal efficiency 
is low, however, roughly 45-60%. Liquid yields are in the range of 
1.6-!.7 barrel fuel oil equivalent (FOE)/ton of coal for Fischer- 
Tropsch and 2.2-2.5 for methanol. 

Direct Hydrogenation 

In ~his approach, coal zs slurried in a process derived oil and 
reacted in a hydrogen atmosphere under high temperature and pressure. 
A feature of this method is a necessary solid-liquid separation step 
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after the hydrogenation reactor to remove unreacted coal and ash. 
Th.e unreacted coal is gasified in a manner similar =o =he indirect 
liquefaction route to provide the required hydroBen. This approach 
is the ma~or thrust of DOE's liquefaction program. The liquid pro- 
ducts from these processes include large amounts of distillate 
material which should be considered as feedstocks for hydrotreating 
and production of petroleum-like products. 

Sulfur and hi=toKen removal is not as great by this route as by the 
indirect liquefaction route. The the~.-nnai efficiencies for direct 
liquefaction products are in the range of 65-70%. Yields are in the 
range of 2.5-3 barrel FOE/ton coal. At this point in their develop- 
ment, the greazer thermal efficiencies and yields of the direct 
hydrogenation processes produce products which are less expensive 
than the indirect processes. 

DEVELOP~T HISTORY 

Both direct and indirect liquefaction routes were practiced on a 
relatively small scale By the Germans and British prior to and during 
World War II. In =he early 1950's a Fischer-Tropsch plant was 
constructed By SASOL in South Africa. After a difficult start-up 
period which involved revamping part of the planz, SASOL has been 
producing liquids frog coal for over 25 years. A much lar~er compan- 
ion plant based on the original SASOL technology and ex-perience is 
now being constructed and will start up in 1980-81. 

The prime objectlve of DOE's liquefaction program is co improve 
per~ermance and economics by operating at les~ se2ere conditions 
and on a larger scale from these earlier efforts. There are six 
candidate processes which have demonstrated technica~ feasibility 
and should be considered in discussions relating to commercialization. 
These are: 

Direct Hydrogenation 

E~c¢on Donor Solvent (EDS) 

H-Coal 

Solvent Refined Coal (SRC) - Solid 

Solvent Refined Coal (SRC) - Liquid 

Indirect Liquefaction 

Methanol 

Fischer-Tropsch 



Other processes (e.g., CSF, COED, flash hydrcpyro!ysis, and Synthoil) 
were considered by this Task Force but deemed not sufficiently devel- 
oped for early ¢om~,erciallzazion. Reasons for this decision included 
early stage of developmenz [flash hydropyrolysis), more suitable as 
part of gasification plants (COED), and not being actively developed 
at this time (CSF and Synthoil). 

Technical Risks/Open OuestionE 

The ability to scale up any of the processes which are in various 
stages of development is a potential drawback to commercialization. 
The successful operation of =he large EDS and H-Coal pilo~ plants 
as well as the projected SRC demonstration plants will minimize the 
scale up risk. A major technical uncertainty of all direct hydrogen- 
ation processes is the solid/liquid separation step. In the current 
conceptual designs both solid SRC and H-Coal "boiler fuel" mode 
depend on filtration for this separation. Current pilot plant tests 
of other solid/liquid separation schemes might result in improved 
performance. Filtration is expensive in capital and operating costs, 
high maintenance costs would be expected, and its reliability on the 
scale necessary for ¢o~m~ercialization is questionable. Resolution 
of this uncertainty is one of the high priority objectives of current 
pilot plant operation. The other direct hydrogenation processes are 
able to use distiilaticn, a more proven technology, for the solid/ 
ii<:uid separation. 

Of major concern t o  this Task Force are questions relative to the 
health and safety aspects of these plants. While a vigorous program 
along these lines is part of the demonstration and pilot plant pro- 
grams, the potential hazards due to exposure and emissions are very 
real and largely unknown. A well-planned program is required to 
resolve these concerns. 

A major unresolved question is the enviroP~ental standards which will 
regulate the&e technologies. The products from the processes under 
discussion are expected to meet existing standards. New air pollution 
standards being proposed by EPA may prohibit the use of certain coals 
for the solid SRC process. 

A technical concern not directly related to liquefaction technology 
is the ability of delivering the required amounts of coal to a plant 
site. As currently envisioned, coal liquefactlun plants will utilize 
about l0 million tons/year of coal, equivalent ~o roughly the total 
capacity from the largest Western strip mines today. Easte~ coal 
mines are considerably smaller. The ability to increase coal produc- 
tion and preparation to meet projected demand requires additional 
study. 



PART Ii 

COMMERCIALIZ.%TZON READINESS ASSESS~E~ 

TECHNICAL READINESS 

Operational S~.atus 

Table 1 lists prime developers and current status of the processes 
being considered. 

Capital and OperatinB Cost E~--~erience 

The only commercial coal conversion facility producin~ liquids in 
the world is SASOL ~nich uses a Fischer-Tropsch synthesis step. DOE 
has not been permitted to pursue directly with SASOL the projected 
cos=s, based on their experience, for such a plant in the United 
States. Without =his direct contact our economic information is 
based on projections from limited published data. Our data on =he 
other processss are based on projections from the current stages of 
development. These estimates are felt to be accura=e from the view- 
point of design. Areas of technical uncertainty remain, however, 
which impact on questions of performance (e.~., capacity factors and 
re!iab~lity) .... 

Current Developments 

The major concerns about scalability and performance of coal conver- 
sion facilities will be answered with the start up of =he two large 
pilot plants. The H-Coal pilot plant construction is scheduled to 
be completed by the end of this year. The Exxon Donor Solvent pilot 
plant is expected to start up early in 1980. Contracts have been 
signed to proceed with both solid and liquid SRC demonstration plants. 
Thus, the experience gained in the large pilot plants will be avail- 
able before the construction of the SRC commercial modules begin and 
the SRC commercial module experience will permit construction of 
commercial H-Coal and EDS plants without a commercial module first 
step. The completion of these projects will resolve the technical, 
economic and environmental uncertainties of these processes. 



PROCESS 

Direct  Ilydrogenatlnn 

Exxon Donor Solvent 

H-CoaX 

SRC-SoIId 

SRC-L lqu ld  

r n d l r e c t  L i q u e f a c t i o n  

F / e c h e r - T r o p e c h  

H e t h a n o l  

PRIHE DEVELOPER 

TABLE I 

STATUS OF COAL LIQUEFACTION PaOCESSES 

OPER~TTOHM. STATUSk 

Ex:,on R e s e a r c h  and E n g i n e e r i n g  

I l yd roce rbon  ReHcnrch,  Inc. 
A~hiand 011 Company 

p l t t s h u r  g & Hidway Coal 
( c a l f  e l i  Co. )  

S o u t h e r n  Company S e r v i c e s  

Pttt~hurg & Hldway Cool 
(Gulf 011 Co.) 

I 1'I'D PPU 
(250 TI'D P i l o t  - C o n s t r u c t i o n )  

2.5 TI'D PDU 
(600 TI'0 1 ' I loc  - C o n a t r u c t i o n  

50 T|'D P i l o t  - F o r t  Lewis  
6 TPD P i l o t  - W l l a o n v f l l e  
6000 TI'D D e m o n s t r a t i o n  P l a n t  

30 I'PD P i l o t  - Fo r t  Lewis  ( m o d i f i e d )  
6000 g~n D e ~ o t l a t r a t i o n  i ' [ a n t  

South A f r l c n n  C o a l ,  O1[. aJld 
Gas Company, L t d .  (SASOL) 

* TPD - Tone Per Day i  PDU - Process  Deve lopment  UnLc 

SASOI. I - 6000 TPD 
SASOL I r  - 30,000 TPD 

C o m o r c l a l  
Hob l l  He thnnol  t o  C a e o l i n u :  

4nPO PDU 

INITIAL 
OI'ER^TIuN 

1916 
(19He) 

1913 
( t oTe )  

1973 
1974 

(198~) 

1917 
(198~) 

1953 
(1981) 



MA/LKET/ECONOMIC READi.N'ESS 

}~r~e= Description 

Zxxon Donor Solvent, H-Coal, and liquid SRC coal liquefaction processes 
Field a family of products ~hat will compete mainly for the boiler fuel 
market. Although we are confident ~hat economic processes will be 
developed to convert these pr~-~7 liquefaction products to petroleum- 
like finlshe~ products, the boiler fuel marke~ is and will continue to 
be large enough ~o consume the ~otal ou~pu: of middle and heavy 
distillates of all the pro~ected facilities ~hroush 2000. Methanol 
will be converted to and marketed as high quali~y gasoline (M-Gasoline). 
There is no current market for fuel grade methanol although a poaentia! 
market exists for limited areas such as gas turbines. Fischer-Tropsch 
produces a broad prcduct slate =cmprising SNG, LPG, naphtha, diesel 
fuel, and 5-10 percent o..vygenated chemicals and thus addresses a wide 
variety of markets currently meg by petroleum products. Economics are 
strongly dependent cn flndinB markets for the product slate. Solid 
SRC is a "clean" coal intended for use in existing coal-fired boilers. 
It ic low in ash, sulfur and nitrogen and will meet current environ- 
mental standards without flue gas scrubbing. Solid SRC can also be 
further processed to provide carbon for aluminum anodes and metallur- 
gical coke. 

Potential Competin~ Techno!o~y 

Solid SRC will compete wi~h coal combustion, flue gas desulfurization 
and fluid bed combustion. Exxon Donor SolvenK, H-Coal and liquid SRC 
will compete in new installations with: unrefined shale oil, medium 
B~u gas in specific regional markets and environmentally accepted 
direct combustion of coal, i.e., fluidized bed combustion and flue 
gas desulfurization. For existing oil fired units, coal liquids will 
compete with unrefined shale oil and petroleum derived residuals. 
lhe suitability of Fischer-Tropsch :ethnology has not been fully 
analyzed for the U.S. market conditions. It is estimated :hat dis- 
tillate and motor fuels produced by Fischer-Tropsch or M-Gasoline 
currently cost more than their petroleum derived analogs and 8re 
likely to cost as much or more than the direct hydrogenation processes 
in the future. 

Cost Comparisons 

~ne cost breakdo~ and comparison of coal derived liquid boiler fuel 
and gasoline to petroleum products in 1978 dollars are shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. The range of costs ~s due to different processes 
and uncertain:los introduced by u~optimizad designs and level of 
analysis. The ongoing development programs should reduce this 
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uncertainty. Figure 5 projects =he exDec=ed cost of coal derived 
l~quids compared to anticipated imported crude oil costs. Coal 
derived liquids should be competitive wi~h pecroleum with no or 
only minor goverranent incentives by the t~ue plants come onstream 
in the late 1980's. All costs are calculated on a basis consistent 
wzzh the guidelines used by all Commercial=zation Task Forces. 

M~rke~ Penetration 

The expected markets for liquid boiler fuel an! gasoline are sho'~a 
on Tables 2 an4 3 -~i=h the possible penetration by coal-derived 
products. It should be noted ~hat the ooten=ial marke~s are ouite 
large and penetration of s}~thetic fuels will be gradual. 

.Marke= Barriers 

The liquid products from these processes will be inventoried, dis- 
tributed and consumed through established in£ustrial and commercial 
channels and, therefore, have no barriers frcm these areas. Gasoline 
from methanol ~-ill be readily accepted as a high quality motor fuel. 
The other liquid products do not now meet established commercial 
speciflzations, ~,,~ with refining will meet r~alis=ic functional 
specifications. Products from Exxon Dcnor Solvent, H-Coal and SRC 
also will require improved compazibili=y with their petroleucu analogs. 
These issues may temporarily delay, but not substantially impede, 
marke~ penetration. Solid SRC as a fuel ~ay be difficult to market 
and sell as a boiler fuel if more stringent environmen=al standards 
are imposed. The most important barrier to commercialization is [he 
anticipated health hazard associated wi=h these liquids, the possible 
consequential costs to implement the necessary control technology, 
and the possible ins=i=u=ional barriers to oomm~rcia!ization. 
Although Fischer-Tropsch may produce some low value by-products, it 
and gasoline from methanol are not expected to encounter substantial 
marketing barriers, given accepzable economics. 

I! 
--The Task Force included representatives of the @~slstant Secre- 

taries for Environment, Emergy Technelogy, and Resource Applications 
who are experienced with the environmental issues discussed. The 
me=ariel in this section represents a balanced vi~; of the environ- 
mental issues considering the practical aspects of commercializing 
coal liquefaction processes in the mid 1980's. The ASEV is preparing 
a separate emvironmenta~ assessment of each Com=~ercialization Task 
Force area. While no major differences of opinion, a~e expected, some 
incouslstencies between these two independent efforts may result. 

ii 



Figure 5 
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T.%BLE 2 

Mmrket Seg~men=: 

To:a! Market 

Available from Coal 
Liauids 

Percent Penetration 

Liquid Boiler Fuel 

Ouads 
1985 1990 2000 

7.3 7.8 8.8 

0.003 0.4 1.4 

0.04 5.1 15.9 

Mmrke= Segment: 

Total Market 

Available from Coal 
Liquids 

Percent Penetration 

TABLE 3 

Gasoline 

Ouads 
1985 

19.0 

0.0! 

0.05 

1990 

18.7 

0.3 

1.6 

2000 

iB.0 

!.~ 

7.8 
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.mere appear to be no presen: environmental barriers facing the coal 
liquefaction conversion processes under the existin~ Environmental 
Protection Agency, 0c~upational Safety and Health Administration, and 
Department of Transportation regulations. .~h.e solid or liquid fuel 
~roduccs from the processes when burned will have to meet the proposed 
new source performance standards of 85 percent sulfur removal. ~e 
one large-scale solid SRC 5urn test made to dace showed that this 
s,~ifur removal requirement can be met by certain coals. ~-h.e iiqu!£ 
fuel products are not expected to have any problems with sulfur 
removal. 

New regulations are being developed under environmenca! legislation 
such as the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, Toxic Substances Control Act, and under the Occupation 
Safety and Health Administration Act. All ~hese are going to affect 
~he amounts of the occupational and the emission control technologies 
needed for the various liquefaction processes and could have an effect 
on overall process costs. To resolve the extent of the health and 
safety hazards of ~he liquefaction processes and the products, appro- 
priate levels of environmental research and development must be 
undertaken immediately and the engineering deve!opmen= of the control 
te=hnologies 5e also initiated. Without these actions, cost effective 
and timely resolutions of the enviror~encal parameters for the 
commercialization of the liquefaction te6nnology cannot be achieved. 

Coal liquids contain known carcinogenic compounds and trace metals. 
These materials pose seriou~ p~oblems to in-plant health and safety 
as well as end use exposure to products and emissions. The different 
liquefaction routes pose varyinK levels of concerns in this area. 
The indirect route which involves the gasification of the entire coal 
particle reduces in-plant exposure concerns. First generation 
gasifiers do produce car and phenolic by-products which must he 
carefully handled. ,_-he direct hydrogenation processes keep the 
integrity of the coal structure to a much greater extent. _This causes 
a greater potential problem. Health and safety conce~s, however, 
are largely undefined and point up the need for a vigorous program 
to insure that effective procedures are developed to handle them. 
The emission concerns are greatly reduced with effective combustion 
~echnlques which will eliminate the potential emissions exposure to 
carcinogenic materials. 

INSTITUTIONAL READ~ESS 

There e~ist no ins£itutional barriers to the commercialization of coal 
liquefaction but a n~mber of constraints do exist which need to be 
addressed. Institutional constraints are the established practices 
and organizations in a society which may impede, prevent, or delay 
the commercial scale development of new energy technologies. Applied 

14 



t o  coal liquefaction, ins=itu:!onal constraints depend on the degree 
of economic risk and the degree =o which a timely provision of public 
faci!i=ies and se~.~ices are a corazunity burden. 

institutional Cons=taints - non-~overnmen=al (private) sector. 

Difficulty in cbnaining private capital to finance coal liquids plants 
may be a major constrain=. This is caused by uncertainties associated 
with coal liquids, i.e., long-:e_~ market potential, refineability, 
sterability, and government paten= policy. Lending institutions by 
tradition and regulation, do not land large amounts to ventures ~hich 
are high cost and high risk. To she extent that coal liquefaction 
remains a high cost, high risk business, there will be little funds 
available from this source. Other business practices, such as the 
mining industz~- iabor/manag~ment strife =my cause problems. :--hose 
conce.'-ns could reduce produc=ivizy at the plant or mine site and 
influence location choice for coal liquids plants (e.g., the predom- 
inance of unionized miners in the East). 

Social and cultural organizations and special interest ~roups offer 
a neu set of problems. Special interest groups can use the public 
hearings and litigation process to delay approval of environmental 
impact statements, zoning, siting, and budget approval. Special 
(public) interest groups may consider government financial support 
~c technology development programs, such as coal liquefaction, an aid 
to '~ig business," or more specifically to the oil indust-~-y. Civen 
~he nature of ~he products, it is exp. ected that the oil industry will 
cemmercia!ize these technologies. 

!nsti=utional Constraints - government (public) sector 

Most local governmental procedures for the study, approval, financing, 
and construction of public facilities such as roads, sewers, etc., 
are not capabie of reacting quickly to sudden population inareases 
such as mighh accompany the construction of a large coal liquefaction 
plant. Influxes of new populations to build and operate coal liquids 
plants may also disrupt existin~ traditions and life styles in small 
co~-munities. 

A number of political constraints also exist. Fear that oil produciug 
nations could undercut an emerging coal liquids indust~'cy obviously 
inhibits ~rivate investment in ~his capital-intensive industry. On 
the domestic level, siting decisions are often influenced by local 
politics, and differing objectives exist between localities, states, 
and regions for development or nondevelopment. 

The largest governmental sector constraint involves legal and regula- 
tory matters. Constantly changing environmental la,as and regulations 
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affect the willingness of private investors and lendin~ institutions 
=o risk the large sums of money required for coal liquefaz=ion 
projects. Such changes in laws and regulations will affecu the costs 
(additional poilu=ion controls and projec~ location), timing (public 
hearings, li=~geKion) and siting (accessibili=y to water, coal, 
product markets, availability =c obtain permits and public approval) 
of individual projects especially for a technology like coal iique- 
faction where enviro.n.~ental, heal:h, safety and socioeconomic uncer- 
tainties exist. Laws and regulations applying to local growth control, 
local, state, Federal and Indian ~ater rights, and economic regula- 
tions such as the entitlements proEram will affect the availability 
of project capibal, as well as ~he ultimata success of =he project. 

Institutional constraints can be mitigated through Federal financial 
incentives to reduce project risks (e.g., loan guarantees, price 
supports, Federal purchase of the coal liquid products) and Federal 
assistance programs to reduce community impacts. Other relevant 
mitigating measures include demonstration projects which allay fear 
of risk and more stabilized regulations. 

Manufacturers' Readiness to Produce and Market Coal Liquids 

3ased upon informal discussions with the major industrial organizations 
in the coal liquefaction program, the following, possibly biased, 
conclusions may ba dragon. It should be pointed out that in eve~I 
case the U.S. patent policy ~my be a hinderance to the commercializa- 
tion effort. 

E.rxon Donor Solvent: E~on feels thau their 250 TPD of coal feed 
pilot plant should be operated thru.zgh 1982 and that a pioneer plan= 
could begin operation in the late 1980's. Preliminary studies for 
a pioneer plant could be initiated within the next five years. 

H-Coal: The H-Coal pilot plant contractors feel the time is right to 
begin studies on the feasibility of a commercial plant. They propose 
a two-phased program (preliminary stu@ies and detailed design, procure- 
ment~ construction, and operation) leading to a facility operating in 
approximately five to seven years. 

Fischer-TroDsch: A commercial plant has been operated by SASOL on 
U.S. noncaking coals. U.S. manufacturers continue to show interes~ 
in the technology. There have been, however, no announced coal 
conversion plants in the U.S. based upon this process. 

Methanol: Mobil Oil feels the fLxed-bed process to produce gasoline 
from methanol is commercially ready and could be constructed in the 
same time frame that a conventional coal-to-methanol plant could be 
~uilt. Making methanol from coal is proven commercial technology. 
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SRC-Solid: Southern Co~pany Services, Inc., feels the technology is 
ready for a co~mercla!-sca!e, first module (6000 tons per day) of a 
~ulti-modu!e commercial plant. Their consortium has indicated its 
willingness to invest about 20% for such a pro~ect. 

SRC-Li~ui~: Gulf Oil Col-potation feels the technolog-y~ is ready for 
a cotmercial-scale, first module (6000 tons per day) of a mulzi-modu!e 
commercial plant. Gulf is ~ri!!ing to risk up to SIOOM for such a 
project. 

Genera______~l: Some major industrial organiza:lons experienced in coal 
liquefaction development feel that the lowest risk liquefaction 
process is production of methanol from coal via a coal gasifiaatior 
route. Conoco, ~_RCO, and Chevron feel that H-Coal and EDS should be 
tested at =he pilot plant scale before being c~nsidered for scaling 
=o cc==~ercia! size. 

B_ ~FITS ~NAI.YSIS 

~er~ ! ~ a c t s  

Solid SRC is a form of purified coal and in some instances under 
current environmental standards competes with coal beneficiation and 
flue ga~ desulfurization. Indirectly, solid SRC competes with 
imported petroleum. Liquid SRC, Donor Solvent, and H-Coal are similar 
and compete with residual oil. ~en hydrotreated, they will compete 
with products from petroleum. Methanol is a suitable clean turbine 
fuel and would compete with light petroleum distillates from petro- 
leum. Fischer-Tropsch produces a broad product slate ";hose character- 
istics, with the exception of SNG and LPG, do not match their 
petroleum derived analogs without significant upgrading. A Fischer- 
gropsch plant without upgrading units would produce products which 
could probably be used as 5iendin E stock by refiners, thereby displac- 
ing imported petroleum. Virtually all coal liquefac=ion processes 
also produce by-product SNG which could be used to supplement gas 
supplies. 

R_eci~ients of Benefits 

Solid SRC would be most useful for new and retrofit industrial and 
u~ili~y coal fired boilers. _~he liquid products are involved in the 
petroleum marketing cycle. Subject to conce.'-ns about product compat- 
ibility, the present users of petroleum derived products would be the 
recipients of benefits in the form of assured supply. 
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Cost !mDac=s 

At the present time, the price differential be~;een coal and oll is 
not great enough ~o support an economic private sector coal lique- 
faction industry- .The economic incentives available include loan 
guarantees and possible price suppor=s. In the event that the future 
coal-oil price differential auEmented by these incentives are insuffi- 
cient, there will be no private industry. To the extent that =he loan 
guarantees are used, it is arguable that the U.S. Treasury may be 
underwriting the cost differential be=wean high-rated bonds (resulting 
from Federal loan guarantees) and the anticipated low rating that 
would be applied to 5onds for first-of-a-kind plants. ?reiiminary 
estimates are thee in today's market this could account for two 
percent (absolute) difference in cos= of capital, which would be 
broadly shared by most ta:~ayers. Alternatively, it also may have 
the effect of withdrawing venture capital from the marketplace that 
might otherwise be available. 

We have determined that the government's regulatory apparatus will 
allow coal liquefaction plant operators to obtain an adequate return 
for the byproduct SNG output of these facilities- 

.READINESS ASSESSM~'N~ CONCLUSIONS 

o Coal liquids will addre~ a major segmentof energ~ economy; 
namely, petroleum and pc croleum derived products. 

o Technology readiness: 

- methanol and Fischer-Tropsch are te~nnically ready but 
economically uncompetitive, at present. 

- scale up of direct hydrogenation processes to verify 
commercial feasibility requires major gover~.~ent 
funding. 

o Federal assistance will probably be required for all first- 
of-a-kind commercial facilities. 

o Coal liquids ".,-ill be economically competitive with imported 
petroleum by late 198O's or early !990's. 
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PART IIi 

CO.~'~--- RC If-J.IZAT I ON S • .-RATEG~_ " 

ACTIONS 

In order that sigr.ificant capacity for s:~nthetic fuels be built by 
private indust~', i~ is necessary- that the various concerns as 
discussed in Part II Be addressed. Although the economic projections 
as indicated in this paper suggest that s v?.thetic fuels from coal 
would be econ~mica!l v co.-=Detitive. ,~nith imported petroleum in the late 
1980's, large areas of uncertainty remain. Existing development 
efforts, most being cost shared with industry, are needed to bet=or 
define comm_ercial facilities. Uncertain regulaEor~.- c!imaze, pard.it - 
ular!y on environmental matters, also adds to potential cost increases. 
BeSide these more design oriented concerns are she added elements of 
risk introduced by " :l " . In__atlon and world oil prices. Being capital 
in'-ensive facilities, synthetic fuel plants would be s~ewhat pro- 
tec~ed from inflation. World oil prlces, however, are subject to 
chanting poii~-ical considerations "--hich make future planning very 
difficult. 

in order to insure that private industry is stimulated to initiate 
a sl~nthetic fuels industry in spite of these uncertainties, strong 
~over~ment action is needed. This Federal role is needed =o: 
(a) provide support for the existing development programs to bring 
these technologies te the stage of large scale commercialization; 
(b) overcon:e the financial risk from the uncertainties relative Go 
capital and ouera~ing costs and the uncompe~itive nature of coal 
derived liquids based on current prices; and (c) encourage 
industry, to construct and operate commercial facilities. 

CO~v~RCIALIZATION PROFILE 

The co~mercia!iza=ion profile for the two markets addressed by ~his 
plan are shown in Exhibits 1 and 2. Detailed descriptions of the 
specific barriers appear in Appendix A Eo $his report. For both the 
boiler fuel/refinery feedstock and transportation fuel markets tl:e 
major barrier re-mains technical/econcrmic. In most succinct form, it 
~ust be shown that these products can Be made on a large scale and at 
a cost which will make =hem competitive with petroleum derived products. 

For boiler fuel/refinery feedstock, the demonstration plant program 
and large pilot plants will demonstrate the ability to scale up ~hese 
processes as well as the viability of operation at commercial scale. 
T= the event that the world price of oil does not behave as predicted 
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~hen Federal action will be required to insure the competitiveness of 
zoal liquids with the spectrum of imported energy sources (Sl4/bB1 
imported crude to $30/bbl for LNG iu FY 1978). It is suggested t5 ~L 
taxation policies on petroleum prQducts or mandated usage of coal 
liquid products are the most effective means of insuring tlnis competi- 
tion. Financial incentives, particularly price guarantees~ may also 
be effective for this purpose. 

The next most serious concern re!afire to commercialization in the 
Boiler fuel/refine~I feedstock market is the environment. A vigorous 
research and development program to define and explore potential health 
hazards is an essential part of =his commercialization plan. It is 
known that some liquefaction process streams and products are carci- 
nogenic in nature and must, therefore, be handled amd used with care. 
A continuing program is needed to lessen the risks associated with 
Ehe technology to insure its environmental acceptahility. 

The transportation fuel market poses a different set of constraints. 
The technology, in this area, mainly the indirect liquefaction 
pr=cesses, is more advanced than in the other market. As a result~ 
while large scale demogstration on American coals is needed, the need 
for demonstration is not as pronounced. Product cost, however, is 
s~ill a major drawback. The conventional products, gasoline and 
diesel, are quite marketable and in fact offer some advantage over 
petroleum products as they are lower in pollutants. Since the product 
c6st is higher =hen petroleum products, mandated usage~ taxation of 
petroleum products or tax relief of s~-nthetic products would be 
required for wide scale production. 

An. added problem must Be considered for the use of methanol By itself 
or in gasoline Blends as a transportation fuel. Although this 
ept!o~ has received a lot of attention, there currently exists no 
market. ~ a result the major barriers to commercialization, alonB 
~%th cost, involve the development of such a market, necessary engine 
modifications and support s~ructure. Legislative initiatives which 
~_andate =he use of methanol or make its use economically attractive 
are essential. 

P~C 0~DED STRATEGY. 

The direct hydrogenation processes have products that can be consid- 
ered as substitutes for petroleum derived liquids or coal. This 
represents a potentially enormous market with many, varied products. 
Due to market demand, however, the initial commercialization of the 
middle and heavy dis~illates should Be addressed toward boiler fuel. 
Each of the dlreet hydrogenation processes have products that could 
5e considered as potential feedstocks for further processing. In 
th~s aspect, the ultimate products would Be petroleum-like finished 
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products. For reasons of market demand for boiler fuel, reouired 
Increasad complex const~action, siting problems near existing refin- 
eries, and lack of demonstration of =echnical feasibility, upgrading 
of coal liquids is not considered at this time. A more complete 
view of =he upgraded product spectrum appears in Appendix B. 

Current economic projections indica=e that the products from these 
plants will be competitive with imported crude oil by the time they 
come onstream or close enough so that only relatively minor govern- 
men: incentives may be required. Early federal assistance will be 
needed to verify the commercial feasibility of these processes. 

Indirec~ liquefaction processes produce light iiqui~s suitable for 
the =ranspor:a=ion fuels market and the potential turbine fuel market. 
These processes are the most advanced technically since they have been 
demonstrated on a commercial scale. The products, a!:hough market- 
able, are also more expensive than their petroleum counterparts. 
Significant government incentives would be needed for this approach, 
out =he technology is ready for large scale commercialization. Much 
work remains to be done before the Fischer-Tropsch route could be 
adapted for commercialization in the United States. As practiced at 
SASOL this process is not suited for ~merican markets. It may have 
potential if combined with the Mobil technology to convert oxFgena=ed 
hydrocarbons tc high o:tane gasoline. 

A major aspect of this commercialization approach is the substituting 
of coal liquids for petroleum. More petroleum ;ou!d be available for 
processing to products for which it is well suiued, especially trans- 
portation fuels. This is possible by displacing petroleum products 
from lower priority applications for which minimally processed coal 
derive~ liquids can be substituted. Coal liquids provide an assured, 
a~-hand supply, mitigating reliance on imported crude and The corre- 
sponding Balance of payments debits. Coal liquids would contribute 
~o continuing envircr.mentaily acceptable operation of =be in-place 
Eastern industrial and electric utility estabiishmen:. 

GO.~J.S 

To address the boiler fue!/refine~y feedstock market, the development 
program outlined in the at:ached szhedule is required. In this 
fashion it would Be possible to construct a commercial facility which 
would start up in 1988. The size of the H-Coal and _=DS pile: plants 
is such that after the completion of their programs it will be possi- 
b!e to proceed with a commercial sized faci!i=y. With a new facility 
coming on stream every two years, the market penetration as sho%m in 
Table 2 is possible. Since many of the same resources and infrastruc- 
ture will be used for the commercia!izauion of coal liquids, gasifi- 
cation, and shale, the rate of market penetration in any one area may 
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be even more restricted than is currently projected. Careful 
plannln E will be needed to insure the maximum benefit for the 
country. 

Since the technology is more advanced for addressing the transporta- 
tion fuels market, the objective of the commercialization plan in 
=his area is the evaluation of ways to make =he indirect liquefaction 
processes more econom/cally attractive and the encouragement of 
co~nercial ventures. Using largely d~monstrated technologies and 
use of Federal incentives, the market penetration in Table 3 is 
possible. 

ACTIVITIES 

The major actions for FY 79 are indicated in Table 4 by process, 
products and markets. The schedule through 1984 is shown in Figure 
6. The major Federal activity is a program =o develop the indicated 
direct hydrogenation processes so =hat commercial plants can be 
constructed in the late 1980's. As was previously indicated, it is 
expected that coal liquids will he economically competitive by the 
late 80's or early 90's. This is predicated, hcwever, on the world 
price of oil escalating at a rate greater than the general rate of 
inflation. If the world oil price does not behave as expected, then 
Federal actions as indicated on the Commercialize=ion Profile should 
be initiated by the early 1980's. These legislative initiatives will 
be needed to insure that the commercial incerests will undertake the 
larger projects require~ after the government role has diminished. 

The secondary activity of this plan involves the evaluation of the 
indirect liquefaction routes. While a plant has been operated for 
some time in South Africa usin~ Fischer-Tropsch technology, a direct 
application to the Urtited States coals and markets does not seem to 
be attractive. A variation of this process using Mobil technology 
would greatly reduce the size of the product spectrum as well as 
byproduct prdduction. Such an approach needs to be evaluated and if 
SASOL is not involved, a new development effort would need to be 
established. While such a program may delay the initial commercial- 
Ization of Fischer-Tropsch, it would insure the economic competitive- 
ness once a plant is built. 

There are indications that commercial methanol ventures are seriously 
being discussed by industry. The product is intended mainly for ~he 
combustion turbine market (peak sharing e!ectr~city production) and 
chemicals market. Such facilities if built, however, would help the 
entire coal liquids program since it would stimulate the entire 
infrastructures and capital formation areas. The Department should 
undertake an aggressive commercial development study to determine 
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Table 4 

Federal Actions in FY ]97g 

Process 

Exxon Donor Solvent 

H-Coal 

F1scher-Tropsch 

Methanol 

SRC-Solld 

SRC-Llquid 

Products 

synthetic natural gas 
naphtha 
dist i l late fuel oils 

synthetic natural gas 
naphtha 
d is t i l l a te  fuel oll 

synthetic natural gas 
l iquefied petroleum gas 
gasoline 
dlesel fuel 
residual fuel o11 

methanol 
gasollne 

SNG 
LPG 
naphtha 
dlst i l late fuel 
solid boiler fuel 

SNG 
LPG 
naphtha 
d is t i l l a te  fuels 

Market 

boiler fuel/. 
refinery feedstock 

boiler fuel/ 
refinery feedstock 

transportation fuel 

transportation fuel 

boiler fuel 

boiler fuel/ 
refinery feedstock 

Action 

construction of pllot plant 

operation of p i l o t  plant 

process evaluation study 

commerclal development study 
(including use In gas turbines) 

construction of f i r s t  module 
of commercial plant 

construction of f i r s t  module 
of con~nerclal p la, t  



Figure 6 
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which Federal actions would encourage these projeczs. .~fter de=er- 
mining the bes= incentive, =he Depar=men= should pursue =he necessary 
legislation to insure i=s timeliness. 
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APPLND iX A 

DESCRIPfION OF C0~'RCIALIZATION BARRIERS 

Technical/Economic 

Scalabilicy and Reliability - capability to design and operate 
facilities at a commercial scale. 

Product Cost - required revenue to cover operating, raw material 
and maintenance costs as well as retire the incurred debt and 
give an adequate return to equity holders. 

Price Competitiveness - effect of current or projected market 
grice of petroleum derived products on capability of coal-derived 
products to penetrate the same markets. 

Initial Deplo}~ent 

Product Quality and Compatibility - ability to meet curren~ 
market specifications and to Be used interchange~Dly with 
petroleum products. 

Distribution System - infrastructure to get products from 
plant gate to consumer. 

Market Structure -'manner in which producus are sold. 

Environment 

Health Hazards - potential risks to health and safety from coal 
mine to end use. 

Plant Effluents - air and water emissions from mine and producing 
facility. 

User Effluents - air emissions from end user. 

Resource Availability 

Coal Availability - development of enough mines of sufficient 
size to produce required amounts of coal and the necessary 
transportation system to deliver coal to the plant. 

Siting - locations which afford enough land and water with 
proximity to coal reserves. 
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Znstitutioual 

Permitting Requirements of NewM_ines and Plants - necessary 
approvals to proceed with new ventures. 

Uncertain Environmental Regulations - unknown and chauging 
Federal requirements. 

Capital Formation - dbility to raise sufficient funds for 
construczion. 
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AF-=L'~D!X B 

UP_~'~ED PRODUCT SPECTRUM~ 

While coal liquids from the direct hydrogenation process will make an 
environmentally acceptable boiler fuel, these products can also be 
treated as intermediates and processed to other fuels or chemical 
products. Several possibilities are indicated below: 

o menhane rich gas to pipeline quality methane; 

o ethane, propane, and light hydrocarbons and paraffins from 
naphtha-treatin E to ethylene; 

raw naphtha to phenol (by extraction) and to high octane 
gasoline blend stock and BTX, especially xTlene; 

middle distillate to stationary gas combustion turbine fuel, 
medium speed diesel fuel, such as used by railroad locomo- 
tives and some marine applications, in addition to 
industrial boiler fuel. 

Table 5 gives an indication of the potential product breakdown from an 
SRC-Liquld plant of 30,000 ~ons/day coal capacity. The naphtha stream 
would require pretreatment, mainly for nitrogen removal, before it 
could be fed to a refinery. The indicated product slate is directed 
toward minimal processing for saleable products rather than severe 
hydrocracking. In this regard, the coal liquids product should be 
considered as an intermediate to petroleu~n-like finished product 
rather than a synthetic crude oil. 

Other market possibilities are less likely to occur. SRC fuel oil, 
for example, could be conver~ed to automotive diesel fuel or aviation 
turbine fuel but not without considerable incremental expense. For 
this reason, SRC fuel oil products are aimed at specific economically 
promising markets which do not require substantial further processing 
of the SRCproducts. 
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TABLE 5 

POTENTIAL PRODUCTS FROM A COMMERCIAL SRC-II PLANT 

SRC Plant 
Intermediates 

Max Volume 
Per Plant 

Secondary Products 
Volume 

L~ 

Methane 

Ethylene 

Raw Naphtha 

Middle Dist i l late 

Heavy Dist i l late 

157 x 106 SCFD 

1.0 x lO 9 lb/yr 

12,000 B/D 

15,O00 B/D 

27,O00 B/D 

Pipeline Gas 

Polyethylene 45% 
Ethylene glycol, 20% 

oxide 
Styrene lO% 
Vinyl Chloride lSg 

Phenol 200 x ]06 Ib/y, 
Gasoline lO,Ol)O B/D 
Xylene 50 x lob ~al/yr 

Industrial 
Boiler Fuel 
Medium Sneed 
Diesel Fuel 
Stationat~ Gas 
Combustion Turbine Fuel 

Ut i l i t y  Boiler 
Fuel 
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